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Milwaukee® Announces 2 New PACKOUT™ Additions: Dolly and Mounting Plate

MILWAUKEE, WI -- Milwaukee Tool continues to revolutionize tool transportation, organization,
and storage for the trades with the addition of two new solutions to their widely popular
PACKOUT™ Modular Storage System*. The PACKOUT™ System is not only the most versatile
and durable modular storage system in the industry, it is also the largest with the launch of
these new products. Through an intuitive and quick attachment mechanism, the new
PACKOUT™ Dolly and Mounting Plate allow users additional options for transporting and
storing their existing PACKOUT™ collections.
PACKOUT™ Dolly
Constructed with impact resistant polymer and a 250lbs weight capacity, the
PACKOUT™ Dolly provides users with a convenient way to transport their tools and equipment
throughout the jobsite. Its smooth roll wheels allow the Dolly to easily roll with a heavy load,
while a QUICKSTOP™ Loading Lever enables users to hold the dolly in place when loading and
unloading the PACKOUT™ dolly.
PACKOUT™ Mounting Plate
The PACKOUT™ Mounting Plate provides users the ability to stabilize and secure their
PACKOUT™ Storage in the shop or in a vehicle. Like the Dolly, the PACKOUT™ Mounting
Plate is constructed with impact resistant polymer and has metal reinforced mounting and

tie-down points that allow it to support & secure 100lbs of weight on the floor and 50lbs
on the wall.

With the addition of the new PACKOUT™ Dolly and Mounting Plate, the Milwaukee®
PACKOUT™ Modular Storage System now has 19 different pieces for users to choose from to
build out their custom storage solution – making PACKOUT™ the most versatile and durable
modular storage system in the industry.
*The PACKOUT™ Modular Storage System is the most versatile and durable modular storage
system in the industry. An intuitive and quick attachment mechanism gives users the freedom to
stack and lock PACKOUT™ tool boxes, organizers, totes, and bags of different sizes in
numerous configurations that best suit their needs. For more information visit
https://www.milwaukeetool.com/Products/Storage-Solutions/PACKOUT.
PACKOUT™ Modular Storage System
Tool Boxes
PACKOUT™ Rolling Tool Box
PACKOUT™ Large Tool Box
PACKOUT™ Tool Box

48-22-8426
48-22-8425
48-22-8424

Tool Case
PACKOUT™ Tool Case w/ Customizable Foam Insert

48-22-8450

Organizers
PACKOUT™ Organizer
PACKOUT™ Compact Organizer
PACKOUT™ Low-Profile Organizer
PACKOUT™ Compact Low-Profile Organizer

48-22-8431
48-22-8435
48-22-8431
48-22-8436

Storage Totes
PACKOUT™ 20” Tote
PACKOUT™ 15” Tote
PACKOUT™ 10” Tote

48-22-8320
48-22-8315
48-22-8310

Tool Bags
PACKOUT™ 15” Tool Bag
PACKOUT™ 20” Tool Bag
PACKOUT™ Tech Bag

48-22-8321
48-22-8322
48-22-8300

Backpacks
PACKOUT™ Backpack

48-22-8301

Coolers

PACKOUT™ Cooler

48-22-8302

Foam Inserts
Customizable Foam Insert (Fits 8424, 8425, 8450)

48-22-8451

Dolly
PACKOUT™ Dolly

48-22-8410 –NEW!

Mounting Plates
PACKOUT™ Mounting Plate

48-22-8485 –NEW!

About Milwaukee Tool
Milwaukee Tool, founded in 1924, is a global leader in delivering innovative solutions to the
professional construction trades that offer increased productivity and unmatched durability.
Whether it is through their world-leading M12™ and M18™ cordless systems, the groundbreaking performance of their M12 and M18 FUEL™ products, time-saving accessories, or
innovative hand tool products, Milwaukee is dedicated to delivering a steady stream of
advanced, trade-specific solutions. Milwaukee Tool is a Brookfield, Wisconsin-based subsidiary
of Techtronic Industries Co. Ltd. (TTI) (HKEx stock code: 669, ADR symbol: TTNDY). For more
information on the full line of Milwaukee® products, please call 1-800-SAWDUST or visit
www.milwaukeetool.com.

